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ABSTRACT
The algorithm described here automatically selects words in texts to be
accentuated. This takes place on the basis of prosodic sentence structure,
derived without syntactic parsing.
INTRODUCTION
When constructing a text-to-speech system, proper accentuation and pausing
are among the main factors contributing to the intelligibility, naturalness and
acceptability of its speech output (ref 1). We have to accept that a significant portion of 'natural' accents, especially accents depending on
pragmatic factors (discourse context) remain to a certain extent unpredictable
for even the best algorithms. Abstracting from such factors, however, we aim
at deriving the accents that are under more strict linguistic (i.e. syntactic,
phonological) control. Using Orthographie redundancy, we will try to keep the
amount of syntactic analysis needed for this purpose to a minimum.
Recent phonological research (ref 6, 7) points out that both the accentuation
and the temporal organization of utterances (as well as many other processes
of sentence phonology) depend on a Ievel of 'prosodic structure' mediating
between the syntactic surface structure and the phonetic realization. This
Ievel of prosodic structure is a hierarchical representation of constituents
such as the word (M), the phrase (Phi), and the intonational phrase (1). The
mapping of syntactic structure into prosodic structure is based on the syntactic key notions 'phrase', 'head of a phrase', and finally 'Iexical' vs. 'nonlexical' i tems, classes which correspond approximately to content words (hence
CW) and function words (hence FW). Applying these ideas to Dutch, Phi's are
constructed by grouping together a phrasal head, its (pre-head) specifiers and
the FWs to the left. In Phi's, the rightmost CW is the one carrying the
phrasal accent.
Now if we can extract Information on syntactic headship and on FW
membership, we do not have to carry out a time consuming exhaustive
syntactic analysis to approximate the prosodic structure. Essentially, we try
to make full use of (a) the cues presented by the inflectional system of
Dutch to extract word class Information, and (b) the above mentioned connection between FW/CW membership and phrase structure.
The present
approach has already proved its usefulness when applied to
Dutch accentuation (ref 3,5), but its possibilities with regard to prosodic
structure do not seem to be exhaustively examined yet.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The prosodic parser described here converts standard (Dutch) orthographic text
into an enriched text, containing pause and accent markers. Although the
algorithm is sentence* Institute of Phonetics, Utrecht University, Trans 14, 3512 JK Utrecht, the
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oriented, and thus unable to deal with pragmatic contextual relations, such
relations are sometimes cued by deictic words (like "dergelijke, zo'n"). As
these items precede contextually 'known' Information, the words following
these items in the Phi are deaccentuated.
Each sentence of the Input text (read from external file or keyboard) is
processed sequentially by the three modules described below.
1. Syntactic Analysis
Since preliminary prosadie structure can be built as soon as only the FWs,
their word class and the verbs are known, we make no attempt at exhaustive
syntactic parsing. Therefore, this module roughly performs the following steps
for each ward:
IF (ward in FW lexicon)
THEN (copy syntactic class from lexicon)
(set prosadie Iabel to FW)
ELSE (set prosadie Iabel to CW)
IF (ward is a verb)
THEN (set syntactic Iabel to VERB)
ELSE (leave syntactic Iabel UNDEF)

2. Structure BuHding
This module divides the sentence in I's and Phi's, by means of Insertion of (1or Phi-) boundaries. This Insertion is guided by prosadie structure rules as
described above, such as
0

-->

PhiBound

I

<CW>

<FW>

(1)

i.e. insert a Phi boundary between a CW (Phi head) and the following FW
(following Phi specifier). Subsequently, adjustments are made for e.g. Pronoun
Cliticization or PP Extraposition, by deleting or moving boundaries.
3. Phonetic Interpretation
Based on the prosadie structure i t is decided which words are to receive
phrase or sentence accents. A typical rule is
<-acc>

-->

<+acc>

I

cw

(<FW>) PhiBound

(2)

i.e. accentuate the last CW in each Phi (the optional following FW may result
from e.g. Cliticization). Note that, apart from accentuation, the prosadie
structure may also control pause Insertion, pause duration, (blocking of) coarticulation, etc.
MODULE DETAILS
1. Syntactic analysis: identification of verbs
As is known from earlier studies of Dutch sentence accentuation, verbs are of
special interest in this respect. In the first place, a finite verb demarcates
subject and object in main clauses. Secondly, a verb demarcates the end of a
subordinate clause in Dutch, and the beginning of a new clause or of an
extraposed PP, both normally being separate Is. Thirdly, verb-object and
object-verb constructions are relevant to accentuation, as a true object may
Iead to deaccentuation of the verb, whereas adjuncts such as adverbial
phrases may not (ref 2).
CW verbs are detected as follows. First, all forms matehing the verbal
inflectional forms (like "-en") are marked, as potential verbs. Secondly, con-
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textual filters eliminate those forms which (a) directly follow an article, a
numeral or a possessive pronoun (these combinations are syntactically unwellformed), (b) directly follow a preposition or conjunctive (in these cases in
Dutch, the potential verb is very likely a plural noun), (c) directly follow a
CW ending in (orthographic) "-e"; (the potential verb is most likely to be a
plural noun, ending in "-en", preceded by an inflected adjective), (d) start
with a capital (verbs never do). Finally, the remaining potent_ial verbs are
'cashed in' as true verbs.
2. Prosodie structure: demarcating Phi's and I's
At the entrance of this module, two types of Information are available for
each word: its prosodic specification (FW/CW) and its syntactic specification
(such as Art, Prep, etc. for FWs, and Verb or Undef for CWs). Based on only
this Information, we are able to construct a reasonably accurate prosadie
structure. The main rule accomplishing this was already given in ( 1). However,
we need a more detailed prosadie structure for purposes of proper
accentuation and pausing. Specifically, rules have to be implemented to
demarcate I's, and also to Insert Phi boundaries in a CW-only context. At the
end of this module, the domains have been delimited on which the rules of
the accentuation module operate.
I boundaries often coincide with major syntactic boundaries, e.g. those
demarcating subordinate clauses or extraposed constituents (ref 6, 7). Some
rules accomplishing this are the following. One rule marks off extraposed PP's
by inserting an I boundary in a sequence of a clause-final verb or particle~
followed by a preposition. A second rule promotes complex subjects, i.e. a
(pre-verbal) sequence of two or more Phi' s at the beginning of a sentence, to
the status of I (ref 3).
Of the rules demarcating Phi's in CW-only context, we mention the following.
The first rule Inserts a Phi boundary after a syntactically undefined CW,
ending in "-s" or "-en". These CW's are very likely plural nouns, i.e. heads of
NP's. Extra conditions are set to avoid selecting e.g. adjectives ending in "s". A second rule Inserts a boundary after (a string of) syntactically undefined
CW's starting with a capital, such a (string of) CW('s) probably being a proper
name and thus a phrasal head.
3. Accentuation as prosadie structure Interpretation
This module accentuates a selected number of words from many potentially
accentuated ones. It is known that perceptually, the final accent in an I is
the most prominent, or nuclear accent. For this reason, special care must be
taken at the righthand periphery of sentences and I's. Furthermore, nuclear
accents may be rhythmically balanced by (a series of) less prominent accents
to their left.
Given our intermediate representations, it is fairly easy to select one phrasal
accent (i.e., a potential nuclear accent) within each Phi: the last CW will win
out. This nearly always gives the correct accentuation for the phrase in Isolation, but when dealing with sentences, more factors have to be taken into
account. Particularly, it is not always the phrasal accent in the final Phi of
an I that wins out. Thus, a set of de-accentuati.on rules (as referred to above)
comes into play.
Rhythmic 'balance' accents are given to each I-initial CW. Perceptually, such
accents demarcate the beginning of a new major constituent (ref 4), and may
therefore significantly improve output intelligibility, naturalness and acceptability.
Finally, we have implemented a rule giving prominence to I-final particles,
which in this position are easily accentuated despite their FW membership.
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CONCLUSION
Quantitative evaluation of the produced accentuation in listenlog experiments
is planned for the future. However, so far, our attempts to derive prosodic
structure from orthographic text (without exhaustive syntactic analysis) seem
to be succesful.
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